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ON TRACK with your Director
Ed Carnegie:
From Pete First off, I want to thank all of you
again for your continued assistance at Swanton
these past two months, as I continue to recover ever
so slowly from pneumonia. Many hands do truly
make the task easier.
Pete sent me a short note with some SPRR
updates;
“Signal progress is being made: one mast is
primed and painted aluminum and is ready to have
a signal mounted. A hole needs to be drilled for
flextite cable, & a second needs the same.
Wire is on hand to make bonding wires, cut to
length and eyes soldered on. Then track can be
drilled and tapped for ¼-28 bolts. Insulated joints
need to be done at location of signals.
Electrical panel box needs to be made and
installed; manhole boxes are on-hand for
installation. Randy has ordered all of the electrical
piping needed to complete the installation.
Solar panels need to be installed and set up as
a charging system for the battery supply.
Signal crew has consisted of Ken, Tony, big
Tony, Dan, Ed, Fitz Alex and David”
The signal lights have been a great challenge. .
as we are going from 12 volt incandescent to LED.
This will use less power and hopefully provide a
longer life. We are still working out some of the
details on the LED boards. Antonio (Tony) Perez
has been of real assistance on this task.
I also want to thank Ken McCrary for helping
on our last steel order. He made sure we received
the steel when it was needed.
Please remember, and take note, our next event
will be Al Smith Day, April 27. An invitation is
attached, be sure to fill-out and submit; this is your
only hard copy notice.
Keep in touch, always be sure to come by to
visit, and if by chance you wish to volunteer in any
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way you can, well, we welcome that too—we just
enjoy sharing the Swanton experience with you.

Down Behind the Railway
With your President, air monkey, & car-barnist.
Reynold 'Fitz' FitzPatrick
RGBFitz@aol.com 650.737.9584
My Fellow Swantoons:
During our Executive Board meeting we
established the project priorities for the coming
year. Of course at the top of the list is the reerection of the 1913 locomotive. Randy is the lead
on the project and can always use help on the any
many small tasks, such as cleaning, painting and
oiling. The tender is a separate project in itself
what with fitting the water tank on the tender frame,
securing the tender shell over the tank and installing
all the piping for fuel, air, and water. This project
will be taking place in the car shop.
Next on the list is the repair of the 502’s
auxiliary shaft bearing and repairing or replacing
the engine shut off cable. This may require lifting
the cab depending on the flexibility of the one doing
the work.
The railcrane is inoperative, ‘Bad Order’ in
railway parlance, due to the engine either blowing a
head gasket or a greater calamity, a revolting
development in any case as it is our only piece of
lifting equipment aside from the forklift. The
engine was surplus when the crane was made at
CalPoly and has seen over twenty years of good
service. A more formal inspection of the problem is
need as the last indicator was the engine ‘blowing
white smoke’.
We will be installing a new door in the track
side of the machine shop, as part of its upgrade, to
accommodate moving the gantry crane in and out of
the shop without having to laying it on its side.
We should have the materials necessary to
properly counter balance the Handi-car by the next
workday. Geoff is the lead on this project and could
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use help in that the off side of the car needs to be
modified and that always means cleaning and
painting to finish the work. There is work to be
done on the safety latch, it locks securely but
requires manual operation to release instead of
automatically releasing as designed.
Number seven on the list is building and
installing a coupler, air line, and electrical
connection gauge. The gauge will simulate the end
of a standard railcar and be mounted at the end of
the inspection track where a railcar may be rolled to
check coupler height, ensure that air hoses are
properly aligned, and verify that the various
electrical connections work. There’s no leader on
this project yet, but it looks like mine.
Gophers have gotten to the pavers at College
Park Station and we need to fix the irregularities
before Al Smith Day.
For you engineering types we need to design
and build a jib crane next to the track at the ‘rose
bush’ that will allow us to pick up, say, 3000
pounds off a railcar or truck and swing it about 100
degrees. That’s where the design part comes in, we
haven’t spec’d completely yet. Since both our boom
trucks went to boom truck heaven we don’t have the
capability to easily lift heavy objects off truck and
find that somewhat of a challenge while using the
Massey tractor or forklift.
And finally we have the inventory and storage
of the various casting patterns that are scattered
about the roundhouse and elsewhere. This is a nice
project for some not into the Swanton Fitness and
Exercise Club. YOU could be a star!!! We really
would like to get this done this year.
So those were the top ten. Is that all? Not by any
means. Lloyd and Mary have championed the
restoration of the ‘phone booth’ sitting by the
roundhouse. Justin is working making safety plates
for the turntable. I still am pushing the restoration of
the skeleton Keystone car and building the
Keystone truck brake upgrade. Robert has plans for
a tree nursery near the Station. Pete has ongoing
signal projects as well as track work. Once the 1913
is running we have to realign the house track and
move the drainage ditch by the wig-wag signal. We
need to annual inspections of the railcars, (see the
gauge above). And as always there is track work to
be done.
We try to contract out all facility work, such as
roof repair, so that members have the railway
experience they volunteered for, I know I have
household maintenance at home – I don’t need to
travel to Swanton to fix a roof and I doubt you do
either. To that end we, us, you, the Society, need
more volunteers to do some of the backroom work
necessary in any endeavor. We need a file clerk and
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committee Chairs that are not already Officers. In
particular we need a Historian as Lou is retiring
from active participation. We also need a
Membership Chair and a Safety Chair. (We used to
say Chairman but our wives said to ‘get over it’ and
Chairperson is just unwieldy.) Come see me, I have
work for you.
IMPORTANT REMINDERS:
DUES-DUES-DUES are now DUE!!!
Our organization is now accepting new
memberships, or renewals for the year 2014.
For a mere $35/year you become a full-fledged
Swanton Pacific Volunteer. To be included in the
membership roster—dues need to be submitted by
mid-March. Make your check out to
Swanton Pacific Railroad; mail to
Ed Carnegie;
BRAE Dept. Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407

In The Roundhouse
Randy Jones
Since the last column we have had successful
runs for Christmas Tree sales and for New Years'
Eve. All our equipment ran very well, and everyone
seemed to have a great time.
Also since the last column, the improved track
broom and blower suffered a broken axle. The
original axle and wheelset was poorly machined,
with a "designed-to-fail" flaw at the point of
maximum stress. The wheels were bored out to fit
on a heavier new axle with larger bearings, and the
unit is back in service.

Track broom with broken axle on temp truck
The track maintenance backhoe attachment on
the water car (affectionately known by us "old
timers" as "The BOMB Car", because it was the
propane fuel tender for the 1500 in Southern
California) became inoperable after the main arm
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pivot pin galled and needed replacement. This
turned into another "project" for the shop when we
found that not only had the mounting bushings also
been galled, but the mounts themselves were never
lined up with each other when the unit was built!
We welded a temporary tool mount to the arm base
to support our Mag-base drill to ream it out to a
larger size for a new pin, and the same was done for
the top mount. In order to line up the bottom mount
hole, three separate drivers had to be machined to
hold a large cutter between the mounts and cut a
new oversize hole. A new bushing was made,
pressed in and welded in place. Then the reamer
was run through it from above to get the final bore.
The new pin is almost done, and the equipment
should be back in service as this goes to print. A
better way to grease the pin has also been provided.
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New milling machines in shop
On the 1913, one side of the turret valve seat
was found to be worn excessively, and it was
questionable whether the valve would close
reliably. For those new to the term, the turret is a
bronze casting attached to the top of the boiler just
inside the cab. With its integral shut off valve, the
turret is the supply point for all the steam used on
the locomotive except for the main cylinders
themselves. It is important to be able to reliably
close the valve at shutdown or in an emergency.
Using the new Bridgeport, the turret body was
bored out to accept a custom stainless steel valve
seat, and the valve stem was modified to hold a new
stainless steel valve plug. The detailed planning that
went in to this repair will be very useful if any of
the other locomotives' turrets show the need for
similar work.

Backhoe pivot being reamed
The machine shop re-organization and upgrade
has been moving forward steadily, with two
replacement milling machines in place and several
tool and parts cabinets acquired and existing ones
relocated for better utility. The just-like-new
Bridgeport milling machine has already been
particularly useful on several jobs, particularly the
turret valve for the 1913. We estimate the shop is
about 75% done.

Turret valve ready for new seat
Lou Haughney's history column last month
questioned whether the Overfair Railway's turntable
was finished for the fair, and the answer is it was.
There are pictures of it in service, and logic also
dictates that it must have been. There is no
indication that the locomotives ran in reverse, nor
do the plans indicate enough room for a wye.
UPCOMING EVENTS/PUBLICITY
Mary Ann Carnegie

Mar. 08/09
April 12/13
April 26

work weekend
work weekend
pre workday-prepare for Al Smith Day

April 27

AL SMITH DAY RUN

May 10
May 11

work weekend
Go home & pamper MOM!

In April, notice that we are back to two
volunteer weekends a month. This continues
through Sept.—you can pick one or both weekends
to volunteer. We just appreciate any time a
volunteer can donate. April sees us hosting our 20th
Annual Al Smith Day! An official invite is
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included in this newsletter for you to fill out and
return. This is the only hard copy invite our
volunteers will receive. An email invite, to those
who have emails on file, will be sent shortly. Be
sure to make any additional copies to distribute to
invite your friends and family [in-laws and/or outlaws]. Al Smith Day is ALWAYS a fun-filled
event that takes place rain or shine, and carries out
the tradition of honoring our beloved Al Smith who
gave us this wonderful gift. It provides: the
opportunity to showcase the railroad & ranch, and
serve as a venue to attract potential new volunteers
who have a love or interest in railroading.
With the event only a month away there is lots
to do to get ready. The ranch usually offers display
boards of their projects, possible tours,
demonstrates how to rope a calf, etc. The railroad
provides a Santa Maria style BBQ, along with
continual and informative trains rides. The Fiddle
Road Band provides soft background live music,
and Cal Poly’s Logging Team is on-site
demonstrating their skills. As chair of events—I
will be asking for all to help out with the myriad of
tasks needed to make this a successful event. The
usual list includes: welcoming all, directing
parking, serving, helping cook, be a meal ticket
taker, assisting with selling merchandise, being
station master, doing other hosting duties, i.e., tours
of facilities, and ALWAYS promoting the positive
values of volunteering at Swanton. NOT to be
forgotten is the grand finale of having ALL help
with clean up before departing. Remember -“Many hands, make the job light.”
For Al Smith Day, remember, that true to
tradition of what Al liked after every meal was a
little something sweet to top it off. So--this is the
one time we ask our volunteers to bake a dessert
and bring to honor Al’s “sweet tooth” by sharing a
special dessert of your’s with our guests. You can
buy or bake cake, cookies or whatever. . .just share
your best Sarah Lee /illsbury doughboy qualities.
For March’s workday’s Sat. night dinner, it is
my understanding that our very own Irish volunteer
& SPRR’s President, Fitzgerald Fitz-Patrick, will be
preparing & offering his infamous traditional onepot Irish meal! If you are staying over &/or dining
with us—let us know. This allows for better meal
planning, & to confirm lodging accommodations.
Reminder: collecting $5 from those partaking in the
meal helps defray meal costs for the meal provider.
All for now; hope to see you at any of the
upcoming workdays. And as ALWAYS--Remember to encourage new volunteers &/or your
friends to come on over to enjoy & partake in all the
fun we share in getting together at Swanton. We
welcome all into our Swanton Family of volunteers.
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Swanton Pacific Railroad Society Nametags are
available from Bob Wilkinson, wilkie@pacbell.net
Please contact him for new or replacements cards.

An Intramural Railway at The Panama Pacific
International Exposition
Another article about the Intramural railway at
the P.P.I.E. was found during a recent Internet
search. It is reproduced as fallows.
October 12, 1914
RAILWAY REVIEW
VOL. 55, Page 483
Of the several means to be taken to eliminate
leg weariness from the grounds of the PanamaPacific International Exposition during 1915, the
most elaborate and effective will be the little
intramural steam railway, with five miles of steel
track. Work on this was begun on October 1st.
There will be eight or ten Pacific type engines 17
feet in length each weighing 12 tons equipped with
air brakes, standard automatic couplers, and
electric headlight, each engine hauling a train of
ten miniature passenger coaches, and running on a
regular schedule on a double-track system. It will
be called the Exposition Marina Rwy.
Despite the extremely narrow gage of the track,
only19 inches, each of the coaches, with a width of
42 inches and a length of 20 ft. will contain ten
transverse seats and will seat twenty passengers.
With ten coaches to each train and eight trains in
operation, sixteen hundred people can be put in
motion at once. Conforming to city speed
regulations, the trains will make only about ten
miles an hour between stations, of which there will
be seven, including three terminals, elaborately
fitted up with train shed, elevated platforms and
turntables.
The route, commencing at the terminal at the
southeast corner of the Palace of Machinery, near
the Panama canal concessions will be northerly
across the plaza of the exposition ferry skips to the
water front thence west along the Marina, around
three sides of the Yacht Harbor, diagonally across
the gardens of the California building thence
westward between the bayshore and the many state
buildings, branching between the live stock yards
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and the race track. The other continues along the
Marina close to the water front, to a point just west
of the Fort Point life saving station where will be
located the main railway yards, engine house, and
turntables.
Of the stations, one will be located on the
Marina at the water’s edge, just north of the Palace
of Mines, a second will be in front of the California
building, a third at the intersection of the Colorado
and Michigan state buildings, a fourth which will be
very attractive architecturally, between the stadium
of the stock exhibits and the grand stand of the race
tack, and others at the terminals. The main loading
station, at the beginning of the line at the
Machinery Palace, will be 300 ft. in length, with
five tracks, between which will be elevated loading
platforms, terminating in a turn-table for reversing
the engines. The entire line, about two and a half
miles in length, will be double tracked, with rails
weighing 39 pounds to the yard. This railway
concession is in the hands of L. M. MacDermott, of
Oakland.
Another railroading journal, The Electric
Railway Journal (ERJ) printed a similar article in
its June13, 1914 edition. Apparently based on the
same P.P.I.E. press release, the ERJ version, in
general, has the same information as does the RR
story. However, the two publications differ in a
critical point; namely, the date when track
construction began. The ERJ report says:
“The intramural railway at the Panama Pacific
International Exposition is to have part of its line
completed and equipped in time to handle traffic
during the festivities to be held at the grounds on
July 4 [1914]. At least one of the locomotives, a
number of cars, and that part of the track necessary
to carry passengers from the Palace of Machinery
to the Palace of Agriculture are planned as a
demonstration of the service to be rendered during
1915.”
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“…with five miles of track. Work on this was
begun on October 1st.”
I consider the ERJ version to be the more
accurate. Starting track work on October 1, 3-1/2
months before the Exposition’s opening date would
be rather late. Both accounts agree that the main
yard, roundtable, storage tracks, etc. were,
originally, to be located at the far western end of the
Exposition’s grounds. As discussed in the
preceding SPRS newsletter, those facilities, instead,
were placed at the southeast corner of the
Machinery Palace.
Not all of MacDermott’s original plans and
hopes for the Overfair Railway were fulfilled. Yet,
what he did accomplish is, nonetheless, impressive
and noteworthy.
The attached photo, 1913-1915 LMM-0135, is a
view of the
Note: The Electric Railway Journal article is
reviewed in the SPRS newsletter No. 200, Oct.
2010 available at the SPRS website,
http://sprr.calpoly.edu/ Newsletters. The latter
article includes additional photos.

Additional Newsletter Notes
[To be submitted by any SPRR Volunteer]

This section of the newsletter will be for any
volunteer to submit an article, editorial, or other
information they would like to share with all.
The 2014 newsletter schedule is as follows:
April
October
June
December
August
Any ideas or article that a volunteer wishes to submit
MUST be submitted by the 20th of month’s listed
above in order to be published in that newsletter.
[Newsletter printing schedule is per Board approval—Feb. 9,
2014]

Newsy updates:
Pete and Kyle have noticed in the volleyball
court area that the “PIGS ARE BACK” so just be
aware and cautious.

Station at the Stockyards/Race Track Stadium
Whereas, the RR version, dated October 17,
1914, says, as above:

The California Historical Society has
reconnected with us to say they, along with other
key partners, including the City of San Francisco
are working on advancing the idea of a city-wide
strategy for marking and promoting the Pan
American-Pacific International Exposition 100 year
anniversary. They will reconvene soon to solicit
input from interested parties. Rhoda, Amy, and Lou
have been the contacts for SPRR working with the
California Historical Society ‘s group.

